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1.

2.

F3eferenceismddetoyouremaildated 13Sep 17_

Pare wise reply is appended :(a)

Pare 2 Follc)wing facts are clarified:
(i)

Sc) far AFNHB has not offerecl any cc)mmon services for

handing over to society as these are not yet fully ready to be
handecl over to society.
(ii)
Further, there are 807 DUs to be handed over. AFNHB
has resources to hancl over not.more than 8 to 10 flats in a day.
Therefore, it will take more than 100 days for DUs to be handed
over to allottees.
(iii)
Also, handing over of common assets has no cljrect link
with taking over of DUs by individual allottees as allottees will

require at least one to two months to make the DU livable.
Thereforel by the time Due will be actually livablel the common
assets and services will be in place.
(iv) ln similar way) handing over of common assets will be
clone in phasecl manner. For example, the lifts will be handed
over along with the towers in which DUs are being handed

over; so that the allottees can use lifts once they are taken
Over.

(v)
It may please be noted that taking over of assets and
common areas like DG sets and lifts etc does not mean that
immediately after taking over the responsibility of operat'lons
anc! manning gets transferred tQ SOCiety. The lifts! Electric
supply systeml DG sets] water supply pumpl.STPl storm waterl
will continue to be maintained and operated by the respect'lve
agency till recording of virtual cc)mpletjom Even after recording
of virtual completion manning, watch and ward, and running of
Water supply pumpsl STP, storm water) common area
maintenance will continue to be the responsibility of the
contractor for a periocl of six mc)nths frc)m the date of recording
of virtual completion. Lifts will be manned and operated by the
GEM for 2 years after recording of Virtual completiom AMC for
third year for lifts only after DLP is being finalized by AFNHB,
AFNHB will finalize M & C) in respect of DG sets and Electric
Supply system for a period of one year, after recording of
Virtual Completion.
Thus practically soc'lety has no direct
responsibility till recording of Virtual completion and M & a
perioc], consumable not covered in M & a or AMC or DLP
however will be paid by the society'
(b)

Papa 2

Water Line:- AFNHB is fuI Iy aware and live to the

problem of water supply leakages. It is for this reason only; water

supply system has not been handed overto Society, lt is assured that
water supply system will be fully tested and will be offered for handing
c)vcr only after full satisfaction. Water has been filled on over head
tanks for testing in the DUG being offerec] for taking c)vet.

- lt is assured that electric supply
Papa 2
Electric Su
system w'lll be offered for society only after it is fully tested ancl
(a)

proven functional and safe.

(cl)
_i_gra 2(c) Fire Services- Fire services testing is being done
State Fire Department. The same Its also being Video recorded.
These assets will be offerecl for taking Over by SOCiety Only after
getting NOC from fire c]epartment.

(e)
Pare 2(d)SIP STP is being tested by Pollution Control Board.
The same is also being video recorded, STP will be offered fc)r taking
over by society only after getting NOC fromfire department, Manning
an operation of STP will be clone by the contractor for a period of six
months. lf society so desires, AFNHB can ehter into contract for AMC
for one year after expiry of six months manning by the contractor.

